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Abstract
A condition on cubic graphs G1 and G2 is presented, which implies that a dot product G1 · G2 exists, which has an embedding
in the torus. Using this condition we prove that for every positive integer n a dot product of n copies of the Petersen graph exists,
which can be embedded in the torus. This disproves a conjecture of Watkins and Tinsley and answers a question by Mohar.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A snark is a cyclically 4-edge-connected cubic graph of girth at least 5 with no 3-edge-coloring. Let G1 and G2 be
cubic graphs, e1 = x1x2, e2 = x3x4 two non-adjacent edges in G1 and f = uv an edge in G2. Let the neighbors of u,
distinct from v, be y1 and y2 and the neighbors of v, distinct from u, be y3 and y4. Construct a graph G by deleting the
edges e1 and e2 from G1 and vertices u and v from G2 and adding edges xiyi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The graph G is called a
dot product of graphs G1 and G2. It is well known that if G1 and G2 are snarks, then G is also a snark [1].
Let Pn denote a dot product of n copies of the Petersen graph. In [6] authors proposed a conjecture, that a graph Pn
has genus precisely n − 1. In the construction of P 2 there are two non-equivalent ways to choose edges e1 and e2 in
the ﬁrst copy of P, so there are two non-isomorphic dot products of two copies of the Petersen graph (which are the
only two snarks on 18 vertices). The previous conjecture was disproved in [5], where it was shown that one of the two
possible dot products P 2 has genus 2, so that the genus can be bigger than conjectured. In this paper we show that for
every positive integer n a dot product of n copies of the Petersen graph exists, which can be embedded in the torus and
has therefore genus 1, so the value of the genus can also be (much) smaller than the conjectured value. Mohar asked
[4] what is the smallest integer g such that there are inﬁnitely many snarks of genus g. We answer this question by
proving that g = 1.
2. Main result
Let G1 and G2 be cubic graphs embedded in the torus. Let e1 = x1x2 and e2 = x3x4 be two edges of G1 such that
in the embedding of G1, there are two facial cycles C1 = x1x2P1x3x4P2x1 and C2 = x2x1P4x4x3P3x2. Then we say
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Fig. 1. The conﬁguration of faces in G1 and G2.
Fig. 2. The Petersen graph in the torus.
that edges e1 and e2 satisfy propertyP. Let f = uv be an edge in G2 such that the neighbors of u, distinct from v, are
y1, y2, the neighbors of v, distinct from u are y3, y4 and in the embedding of G2 there are three distinct facial cycles
D1 = y1uvy4R4y1, D2 = y3vuy2R3y3 and D3 = y2uy1R2y4vy3R1y2 (Fig. 1).
Lemma 2.1. Let G1 and G2 be as above. Then a dot product G=G1 ·G2 exists which has an embedding in the torus.
Furthermore, the edges e′i = xiyi and e′j = xjyj in G have property P.
Proof. Let G1 and G2 be embedded as in the lemma. Let G be the dot product as described in the introduction. We
deﬁne the embedding ofG by specifying local rotations at its vertices. Denote withX the set {xi, yi |i=0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. The
rotations at vertices in V (G)\X are the same as the rotations in the embeddings of G1 and G2. The rotations at vertices
in X are the same as the rotations in the embeddings of G1 and G2 where we naturally replace the deleted edges with
the added ones. This is clearly an embedding in an orientable surface. To prove that this surface is the torus, we count
facial cycles. The facial cycles, which do not contain any of the vertices from X are facial cycles in the embedding of
G1 or G2. The facial cycles, which contain vertices from X are x2P1x3y3R1y2x2, x1y1R2y4x4P2x1, x2P1x3y3R1y2x2
and x1P4x4y4R4y1x1. So we have replaced ﬁve facial cycles with four. We have |V (G)| = |V (G1)| + |V (G2)| − 2,
|E(G)| = |E(G1)| + |E(G2)| − 3 and |F(G)| = |F(G1)| + |F(G2)| − 1. So |V (G)| − |E(G)| + |V (G)| = 0 and this
is an embedding in the torus. It is also easy to see that edges x1y1 and y4x4 satisfy property P. 
Corollary 2.2. For every positive integer n there exists a dot product of n copies of the Petersen graph which can be
embedded in the torus.
Proof. An embedding of the Petersen graph in the torus is shown in Fig. 2. It is easy to check that if we take edges
x1x2 and x3x4 in one copy and the edge uv in the other, the conditions of Lemma 2.1 are satisﬁed for both copies. The
corollary follows. 
Corollary 2.3. There exist arbitrary large snarks which can be embedded in the torus.
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Fig. 3. A graph P 3 in the torus.
An embedding of P 3 in the torus is shown in Fig. 3. It is easy to see that the embedding of Pn can be constructed
by ﬁrst only identifying the top and bottom side of the two drawings in Fig. 2 (taking only the graph on the right side
of the dashed line in the right drawing), thus obtaining two graphs with “open” edges embedded in the cylinder and
then attaching one copy of the graph in the left drawing and n − 1 copies of the graph in the right drawing so that the
“open” edges are “closed”. We get a graph embedded in the torus. That the resulting graph is not 3-edge-colorable can
be proved without using the dot product using ideas presented in [2,3].
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